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Europump Fuel Management System (EFMS)
General Overview
EFMS is consisted of a web of interconnected software infrastructure directed to provide a complete
automation solution for a petroleum company. The modular structure enables a wide range of users
from a single dispenser filling point to a multinational scaled company to enjoy the benefits of the
system. With the help of continuously extending abilities of the Cloud technologies such as real time
data collection, advanced monitoring functionality, fast and accurate reporting, etc. companies can
enjoy better and detailed collection of data to lead them making quicker decisions, better planning of
supply mechanisms, optimal management of storage facilities along with many other advantages.

The system is consisted of integrated operation of following Products/Components:







Forecourt Automation and Market Sales
Truck Fleet Management
Petroleum Filling Terminal/Distribution Center Management
Head Office Automation
Government Imposed Tasks Automation
CRM and Reporting
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Forecourt Automation and Market Sales
Forecourt Automation and Market Sales software comprises a set of modules to fully automate a
petroleum retail station. Every single device included within the operation of the station is
controlled and communicated by a special controller unit with an ability of connecting to most
well known equipment operating on the market.

Europump Site Controller Unit besides providing physical connection to various devices, also
includes a set of software modules performing necessary tasks to manage a single petroleum
service station.
-

Dispenser Module is responsible of communicating with petroleum dispensers allocated on
the site. Both in Attended / unattended function mode all dispensers can be monitored on
their every filling stage. Functions include presetting from the office computer, changing
prices on dispensers, data collection for the loyalty system, price differentiation for
customers, applying limits for customers, etc.

-

Tank Gauging Module communicates with probes within the tanks to measure fuel levels,
manages alarm levels, switches tanks automatically If necessary, sends reorders at critical
fuel levels to the distribution company.

-

Customer Loyalty Module manages sales and relations to customers using a supported
loyalty method such as barcodes, Nfc cards, iButtons, etc. limitations can be applied at
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monetary or volume level and with collection of vehicle and user data. Reporting to
customers or contracted companies are provided on required intervals. Customers may
follow their status using internet access.
-

Price poles using standart communication protocols can be added to the Europump Site
Controller to be managed from the Office Computer.

-

NFC/Barcode Module allow loyalty card users to be served easily when NFC or barcode
readers are installed on dispensers.

-

Webcam Module despite performing a surveillance task can also prove a sales procedure to
the customer with photos or videos containing timestamps and vehicle + driver information.

-

Shop / Market Integration Module helps stations to manage their retail market sales through
barcode readers.
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Truck Fleet Management
Truck Fleet Management system real time monitors the location of fuel tankers, records
automatic fuel levels in tank during travel, registers deliveries and fillings.

System consists of various modules for accurately tracking tanker fleets during travel,
delivery and filling operations.
-

Mass flow meter module : As mass flow meters are widely used specially for LPG and CNG
delivery operations, and with their abilities to read Net Liter, Gross Liter, Density, KG and
Temperature values provide a great information source for the users. In addition as they are
legally accepted as a fiscal device by the W&M authorities information collected from this
devices can be used as the basis for creating billing information to customers.

-

PD meter module registers the action and flow levels of PD meters operating at high speed
flows the totalizer values gathered and stored.

-

GPS module allows fleet management companies to track locations and movements of their
tankers in real time.

-

ERP-INVOICING module enable deliverers to to provide legal sales documents in location
following the delivery. Data and documentation information formed is integrated to Head
Office ERP system.
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Petroleum Filling Terminal/Distribution Center Management
The system is based on the total control of every step performed during a Filling Center operation.
Trucks are automatically controlled for entry authorization, fuel levels before and after refill
operations are recorded. Storage levels are monitored real time.

-

Gate Control module manages the operaton of RFID truck recognition system at the main
gates. Readers record RFID Identification information of tankers, enable authorized vehicles
to enter the facility.

-

PLC module manages connectivity with industrial automation systems.

-

Tank Radar module checks real time tanks to measure fuel levels, manages alarm levels,
switches tanks automatically If necessary, sends reorders at critical fuel levels to the
distribution company.

-

Scale module manages every trucks’ empty and loaded weighing measurement and detects
discrepancies.

-

Loading Bay module automates filling operation by matching identification information
provided from RFID truck recognition with awaiting job orders. Amount preset will be
delivered to tanker truck.
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-

ERP-INVOICING module facilitates in place preparation of legal sales documents and their
integration the Head Office ERP system.

-

Site surveillance module provides recording visually the operations in order to provide
historical data control using timestamps.
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Head Office Automation
Head Office Automation is intended to manage, monitor and integrate all the field activities such as
petroleum stations, storage units, transportation vehicles and filling terminals. In addition to
advanced reporting and analysis abilities, the system can be integrated to 3rd party software such as
map info providers and company ERP systems.

-

Vehicle Identification module generally manages customers’ vehicle information globally.
Regional, monetary, volume, driver limits can be applied, odometer values can be collected.

-

Online monitoring module enables the headquarters users to track in real time all the
activities generated in the field (Forecourts, Trucks, Filling Terminals).

-

Web reporting module provides remote access to the reports generated by the system
through the internet. With user security level management, both internal company reports
and reports directed to customers can be presented to users.

-

Statistical analyze module has abilities to provide statistical calculations to analyze past data
to create forecasts and projections for managerial decision making processes.

-

Shift control module enables the HR department to monitor employees work hours and
information.

-

MAP integration module may integrate GPS information to popular map products such as
GOMAP

-

Bank Interfacing module help companies to perform fast electronic payment transactions.
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-

Government Imposed Obligations Control and Interface module is aimed to generate special
reports and data communication in countries where governments oblige petroleum
companies to provide specific data.

-

System backup and definitions module leads important data to be safely stored on various
media and locations in order to enable fast and accurate disaster recovery. General settings
and definitions are also done by these module.

-

On-line call center module helps the company quickly support customers.
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Government Imposed Tasks Automation
In various countries government bodies are imposing special reporting tasks to petroleum
distribution companies in order to prevent illegally imported products to be sold in wholesale and
retail outlets or to prevent tax frauds.
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CRM and Reporting
The components of the EFMS provide a complete CRM and Loyalty Management
Infrastructure to the customers. Loyalty data input can be provided in various methods such
as Barcodes, NFC cards and gadgets, iButtons, etc. The customer may impose limitations on
driver or vehicle basis for deliveries. Data analysis and customer reporting can be done
quickly and easily. A loyalty system where customers accumulate and use points is
embedded in the system.
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